Abstract-A new implementation of an IIR digital filter transfer function is presented that is structurally passive and, hence, has extremely low pass-band sensitivity. The structure is based on a simple parallel interconnection of two all-pass sections, with each section implemented in a structurally lossless manner. The structure shares a number of properties in common with wave lattice digital filters. Computer simulation results verifying the low-sensitivity feature are included, along with results on roundoff noise/dynamic range interaction. A large number of alternatives is available for the implementation of the all-pass sections, giving rise to the well-known wave lattice digital filters as a specific instance of the implementation.
known [34] . In addition, Constantinides has noticed the use and applicability of all-pass sections for such applications [28] , [29] , and has proposed efficient filter designs based on parallel combinations of all-pass functions of the form A(z2) [and, in general, A(zN) ], where the overall lowpass design has a cutoff frequency of about n/2. Constantinides has also clearly argued the reason for the low-sensitivity properties of these structures by establishing their equivalence to continuous-time doubly terminated lossless lattice networks [28] . Related results in this direction have also been reported by Ansari and Liu [30] .
It is clear, therefore, that all the above-mentioned contributions derive their excellent robustness properties because of their close relation to the continuous-time doubly terminated lossless networks.
In a recent contribution [20] , it has been shown that low-sensitivity digital filters can also be designed directly in the z domain, without recourse to continuous-time prototype networks. Such an independent z-domain approach also gives rise to wave digital filters, orthogonal filters, and digital lattice structures as special cases [20] [21] [22] . Basic to such a synthesis procedure are the concepts of structural boundedness and the LBR two-pair extraction [20] . Structural boundedness is essentially a generalization of the pseudopassivity concept [3] . The pseudopassivity of a wave digital filter is the consequence of passivity of internal building blocks, whereas structural boundedness does not necessarily require that the internal building blocks be (passive) equivalents of continuous-time passive elements.
The purpose of this paper is to develop a procedure for synthesizing a digital filter transfer function as a parallel connection of two all-pass sections without any reference to continuous-time LC synthesis. Certain digital filter transfer functions (to be clearly spelled out) can be decomposed in this fashion, and are shown to satisfy the "structural passivity requirement" so that they have low pass-band sensitivity. Moreover, any digital filter transfer function for which we can find a wave digital lattice filter can also be directly handled in the z domain by making use of the proposed approach.
In our proposed method, each of the two all-pass sections can be implemented as a cascade of first-and second-order building blocks. The second-order section can be efficiently implemented with only two multipliers, whereas the first-order section requires only one multiplier, as described in [19] . The theory underlying the re-0096-3518/86/0400-0350$01 .OO O 1986 IEEE alization method is based on a very useful property satisfied by certain digital transfer functions that have transmission zeros either on the unit circle or in reciprocal pairs. The corresponding implementations have extremely low coefficient sensitivity in the passband because of the inherent structural boundedness. This structural boundedness arises out of the structural Zosslessness of the all-pass networks proposed in [19] . Although the theory can be derived by translating certain well-known power-balance concepts in classical filter theory [8] , [35] , our derivation is entirely in the z domain. We feel that this leads to a self-contained presentation, emphasizing the simplicity of the concepts involved.
In Section 11, the role of structural boundedness [20] in low-sensitivity implementations is reviewed, and then it is shown that a parallel connection of all-pass filters leads to such boundedness, under certain conditions. In Section 111, we derive conditions under which a digital filter transfer function can be expressed as a sum of two stable allpass functions. Fortunately, these conditions turn out to be mild, and are satisfied under most situations. Section IV includes a general discussion of implementation considerations. In Section V, design examples are presented, together with computer simulations to demonstrate the excellent pass-band sensitivity properties of the implementations. Finally, in Section VI, roundoff noise/dynamic range interaction in the new structures is analyzed, and a method is proposed for obtaining a cascade of optimal allpass sections having the largest signal-to-roundoff-noise ratio under scaled conditions. 11. REVIEW OF STRUCTURAL BOUNDEDNESS Consider the transfer function of an Nth-order IIR filter:
where the coefficients pi and dj are real. We wish to design a structure, with multiplier coefficients mo, m l , -* * , such that the sensitivity of I G(ej") I with respect to each mi is very small in the passband. Let us now assume that the structure is such that, regardless of the actual values of the multipliers mi, the quantity I G(eJ") I is bounded above by a fixed constant, say, unity
(2)
In other words, assume that the structure forces an upper bound on I G(ej") 1, regardless of what the values of the multipliers are, as long as the multipliers are within a certain range. Such implementations are called structurally passive or structurally bounded [20] . Now, assume that a transfer function G(z) has been implemented in a structurally bounded manner. Assume further that 1 G(ej"') 1 is unity for certain frequencies wk in the passband. If now a multiplier mi is perturbed, the quantity I G(ejWk) I can only decrease, regardless of the sign of the perturbation. Thus, a plot of I G(ejWk) I with respect to mi has zero slope at the nominal values of mi, and this holds for each multiplier and each wk (see Fig. 1 ). In effect, we have zero firstorder sensitivity at frequencies w = fdk:
In addition, if we have a number of closely spaced points in the passband where I G(eJ"') 1 = 1, then we can expect low sensitivity over the passband. It is therefore clear that the fundamental requirement for low pass-band sensitivity is structural boundedness. Note that the above argument is analogous to the well-known Orchard's argument [33] in classical filter theory.
A stable transfer function G(z) with real coefficients satisfying (2) is called a bounded real (BR) function. In addition, if (2) holds with equality for all w , then G(z) is called a lossless bounded real (LBR) transfer function, more commonly known as a stable all-pass function. If a structure is such that the transfer function remains BR in spite of parameter quantization, then it has a low-sensitivity property.
Let us now consider a stable all-pass function A,(z) of order rn:
where ak are real. Notice that the numerator and denominator are mirror images of each other. There exists a number of well-known structures [ 121, [ 181, [ 191, [29] which implement such functions in such a manner that, in spite of multiplier quantization, the mirror-image property is preserved. Consequently, the all-pass property, i.e., the equality (A,(ej") 
holds regardless of quantization. Such implementations will be called structurally lossless.
Next consider an interconnection of two stable all-pass filters A , and A2 as shown in Fig. 2 where A , ( z ) is as in (4) 
is not all-pass. Equation (1 1) reveals other important information: thus, if A , ( z ) and A2(z) are implemented such that they remain all-pass in spite of parameter quantization, then I G(ej") I I 1 for all w , in spite of this quantization. Accordingly, the structural losslessness of A&) induces structural boundedness of G(z). It therefore follows that Fig. 2 leads to a simple low-sensitivity implementation.
. Thus, given an arbitrary BR digital filter transfer function G(zj, if it is possible to decompose it as in (6), we have a simple means of achieving low pass-band sensitivity. In the next section, we investigate this possibility.
( 1 1 (l) , with I G(eJ"j I as in Fig. 
.
Assume that P(z) has linear phase. This is typical of most digital filter transfer functions (because the zeros are usually located on the unit circle) and is therefore only a mild restriction. To be specific, let P(z) be symmetric, i.e., P k = p N -k . Now consider another transfer function H(z): 
H(z) =
where H(z) is defined such that
In other words, H(z) is complementary to G(z). In terms
of the z variable, we therefore have
where p(z) = P(z-'), and so on. Let us now make the following nontrivial assumption:
satisfying (14) is antisymmetric, i.e., qk = -qN-k. Now, by symmetry of P(z) and antisymmetry of Q(z), we have
Hence, (14) becomes
Moreover,
Hence, the zeros of P(z) + Q(z) are the reciprocals of the
zeros of P(z) -Q(z). As the given transfer function G(z)
is stable, none of its poles are on the unit circle, hence,
( 1 8) Let zl, z2, * * -, zr be the zeros of P(z) + Q(z) inside the unit circle, and let zr + * * , zN be those outside. Then,
Thus, we can rewrite (16) as where 01 is a real constant. This leads to the equations Thus, we have the following set of equations:
where A,(z) and A2(z) are stable all-pass functions of orders N -r and r, respectively, In view of the condition (1 3), it is easily verified that CY = 1 . As the sign of 01 is not of consequence, we finally arrive at
This then leads to the implementation of G(z) as a parallel combination of stable all-pass functions, as desired ( G(z) , H(z) ] is said to be doubly complementary [3 13 . The results of this section can be summarized in the following manner.
be a BR function of order N and let P(z) be symmetric, i.e., P k = P N -k . In addition, let G(z) be such that there exists an antisymmetric polynomial Q(z) (i.e., qk = -qN-k) such that (14) holds. Under these conditions, G(z) can be implemented as in (27) where Al(z) and A2(z) are stable all-pass func-
and is doubly complementary with respect to G(z).
The conditions of the lemma are easily satisfied in most filtering applications. For example, let the BR function G(z) be such that 1) N is odd;
2) (ak\ G(eiw) [lawk) = 0 fork = 1, 2, * --no, no = some odd integer, i.e., I G ( e j w ) I has odd-order tangency at zero frequency;
3) I G(ejo) I = 1; and 4) there are (N -no)/2 frequencies in the range 0 < w < T where I G(ej") I = 1.
Under these conditions, the requirements of the lemma are satisfied. Note that classical low-pass Butterworth, Chebyshev, and elliptic digital filters [32] , [35] of odd order always satisfy these requirements and can be implemented as. in Fig. 2 . However, optimality of the transfer function in any classical sense is not a prerequisite for obtaining the implementation of Fig. 2 . This is demonstrated in Section V by means of a design example.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS The implementation of the specified transfer function G(z) based on the structures of Fig. 2 can be achieved in a number of ways. The simplest approach is to realize the two all-pass filters Al(z) and A&) as cascades of .secondorder and possibly a first-order all-pass section. If these all-pass sections are realized in structurally lossless form, the overall realization is guaranteed to be structurally bounded, and hence exhibits low pass-band sensitivity with respect to each multiplier coefficient. A catalog of minimum multiplier first-order and second-order all-pass realizations has been advanced by Mitra and Hirano [19] . (Four possible first-order sections and twenty-four possible second-order sections are cataloged in [19] .) Each of the realizations proposed in [19] remains all-pass independent of the actual value of the multiplier coefficients. Or in other words, the proposed all-pass sections are structurally lossless. For given Al(z) and A&), in general, there are a large number of equivalent realizations. For example, for a 5th-order G(z) with two complex pole pairs and. one real pole, there are altogether 2394 (= 24 X 24 X 4) equivalent realizations, all exhibiting very low pass-band sensitivity. Other practical considerations such as product, roundoff error may be used to select an optimum realization out of all such equivalent structures. We defer a discussion on roundoff error/dynamic range analysis until Section VI.
Instead of implementing the all-pass sections as cascades of second-order sections, one can also implement them in the form of lattice structures [12] [13] , of which 'Notice that this structural losslessness is different from pseudolosslessness [3], which is a wave digital counterpart of the well-known lossless positive real property 1351. there exist several well-known versions. This could lead up to other possible advantages. (For example, the normalized cascaded lattice is automatically scaled in an L2 sense, at all the internal nodes. Although it requires 4 multipliers per first-order section, the 4 multipliers can be combined into a single planar rotation element, which can in turn be implemented by a cordic-processor element. Moreover, it is possible to avoid zero-input limit cycles with such lattice structures.)
In particular, if we use the one-multiplier first-order lattice sections of Gray and Markel [12] , then the resulting structures are precisely the same as the wave lattice digital filter building blocks [8] , [36] . This is because a simple redrawing of the adaptors used in [36] (reproduced in Fig.  5 ) reveals that they are structurally equivalent to the GrayMarkel one-multiplier lattice sections [ 121, reproduced in Fig. 6 . Unlike a four-multiplier Gray-Markel cascaded lattice, the one-multiplier cascade is not inherently scaled. Accordingly, the analysis presented by Wegener [23] should be suitably applied in order to scale down the input signal, so that internal signal overflow is avoided.
V. DESIGN EXAMPLES
Given a BR transfer function G(z) as in (l) , that satisfies the requirements of lemma 3.1, the design procedure is as follows: form the antisymmetric polynomial Q(z) satisfying (14) , and then compute the zeros of the polynomial P(z) + Q(z). Let z I , z2, . -* , zr be the zeros inside the unit circle, and let z r f l , * * * , zN be those outside.
The all-pass functions Al(z) and A2(z) are now formed according to (26), and the implementation of Fig. 2 is thus accomplished.
As an example, consider the BR transfer function where k = 0 13494, so that I G(eJ") I max = 1. Clearly, the polynomial P(z) is given by
whereas D(z) = 1 -0 * 7 0 0 4~~' + 1 * 4 2 7 8 7~-~ -0 * 5 7 9 9 . 5~~~ + 0 4 0 8 6 6~~~ -0 . 0 5 4 6 3~-~.
, we obtain its antisymmetric spectral factor Q(z)
In order to find Q(z), it is not necessary to find the roots of the polynomial &z)D(z) -P(z) P(z) , nor is it necessary to employ general spectral factorization algorithms.
In the appendix, a computationally simple procedure is outlined for finding Q(z).
Next, the zeros of P(z) + Q(z) are determined. These are given by
Of these, zI , z2, and z3 are inside the unit circle, whereas 24 and z5 are outside the unit circle. We therefore construct the two all-pass functions as
Thus, A,(z) is a second-order section, whereas A&) is a cascade of a first-order section A21(z) and a second-order section A 2 2 (~) with
The appropriate all-pass functions are, therefore, 
In order to study the sensitivity properties, the coefficients of the all-pass filters A , ( z ) and A2(z) were quantized to as low as 3 binary bits of mantissa in canonic sign digit code (SD code), and the structure of Fig. 2 simulated. Note that each multiplier has, therefore, a complexity equivalent to two addition operations. Fig. 7 shows the relevant frequency responses. In all the plots, the dashed curve indicates the ideal (infinite-precision) response. The excellent sensitivity properties of the structurally passive implementation are evident from the response plots, particularly in the passband. In the present example, G(z) has been chosen to be a filter transfer function that is not op- timal in any classical sense, as seen from the ideal response plots in Fig. 7 . This has been purposely chosen so as to emphasize the point we made earlier that, in order to obtain an implementation as in Fig. 2 , G(z) need not necessarily be optimal.
As a comparison, the transfer function of (29) was also implemented in direct form, with the same amount of parameter quantization (3 bits of SD code per mantissa). Fig. 8 shows the relevant frequency response plots. Not surprisingly, the performance is unacceptable.
In the new structures, since A , (z) and A&) are all-pass functions, they require only 2 and 3 multipliers, respectively. Thus, a total of 5 multiplications is involved, per computed output sample. In contrast, the direct form requires 7 multipliers [even after taking into account the symmetry of the numerator P(z)] and, in addition, requires more precision for each multiplier.
As a further demonstration, the all-pass functions of (30) and (31) Fig. 2 . Notice that the passband behavior continues to be excellent. In fact, the quantized response has less error in the passband and stopband than the ideal response! This can be explained by the fact that the quantized response has a wider transition band. Moreover, the ideal response being not optimal in any way, the above improved behavior is not surprising. As each multiplier is equivalent to one addition operation in complexity, the total complexity of the quantized circuit of Fig. 2 is now only 16 addition operations (equivalent to a single 17-bit multiplier coefficient!). With this low complexity, the structure still achieves about 30 dB stopband attenuation, and 0 * 1 dB peak pass-band ripple. This example, therefore, demonstrates the excellent potentiality of the circuit of Fig. 2 from a sensitivity viewpoint. (For completion we note that, with a quantization level of 2 bits of SD code per multiplier mantissa, the direct form structure became unstable in this example.)
Comment on Stop-Band Sensitivity
The pass-band sensitivity of the complementary filter H(z) is expected to be excellent (for the same reason that the pass-band sensitivity of G(z) is excellent). Now, in spite of parameter quantization, (27) and (28) hold, hence, (13) holds for each frequency. Thus, the stop-band sensitivity of G(z) is expected to be good. However, in terms of decibels, a small pass-band error in H(z) corresponds to a large stop-band error in G(z), particularly in the region of low pass-band and stop-band error. Fig. 10 Notice that the quantity cy decreases very sharply for small changes in / 3 , in the region of large cy. This figure dem- onstrates that, if G(z) has large stop-band attenuation, then low puss-band sensitivity of H(z) does not necessarily imply low slop-band sensitivity of G(z).
VI. ROUNDOFF NOISE AND DYNAMIC RANGE Referring to the configuration of Fig. 2 , each all-pass filter can actually be implemented as a cascade of secondorder sections and possibly a first-order section leading to the structure of Fig. 11 . In fact, such an implementation is, in general, better than a direct form implementation of Al(z) and A2(z). For first-or second-order all-pass functions, a number of minimum-multiplier implementations has been derived in [ 191. All of these implementations are "structurally lossless" in the sense described earlier. For each of these structures, a complete fixed-point roundoff noise analysis is performed in [ 191. Based on these tabulated results, it is a simple matter to calculate the roundoff noise gain for the structure of Fig. 2 , under a fixed-point implementation.
In an actual fixed-point implementation, it is necessary to avoid overflow of certain internal signals in the stucture. When the implementation is based on 2's complement arithmetic, it is sufficient [32], [37] to ensure that the inputs to internal multipliers are within the permissible dynamic range of the implementation, which we assume to be the range [ -1, 1). Let us furthermore assume each internal signal to be represented by b bits (plus a sign bit).
Let us now consider a cascade of all-pass sections as shown in Fig. 12 Assuming as usual that the input x(n) is scaled in the L2 sense,2 i.e., IIX(e'w)112 = 1, we can avoid overflow at the input of any multiplier in the kth all-pass section of Fig.  12 (i.e., make sure it is in the range ([-1, 1) for all time n ) simply by inserting into the cascade the multipliers 2-"k and 2"k as shown in Fig. 13 where
A 1 Now, the internally generated quantizer error has variance A2/12 where A = 2 -b and, hence, the roundoff noise variance contaminating Yk(z), due to quantization inside the kth all-pass section, is where
Thus, the obvious effect of avoiding internal overflow is an increased roundoff noise, which is the result of the known roundoff noise/dynamic range interaction [37] . Basically, the introduction of scale factors as' in Fig. 13 ensures that the overall signal gain of the all-pass cascade is the same as that of the unscaled structure. However, scaling does result in a decreased signal-to-noise ratio because of increased noise. The overall noise variance at the output of the cascade of Fig. 12 is Thus, the structure of Fig. 1 represents a true figure of merit, under scaled conditions. Notice that the ordering of the sections in the all-pass cascade does not affect the roundoff noise/dynamic range performance.
Based on a digital multiplier-extraction approach, four distinct first-order all-pass sections and twenty-four distinct second-order all-pass sections are cataloged in [ 191. Each of these sections has the property that the inputoutput relation is an all-pass function, in spite of parameter quantization. Accordingly, the entire cascade of Fig.  12 remains all-pass in spite of multiplier quantization, ensuring that the overall transfer function in Fig. 11 is structurally bounded, leading to low pass-band sensitivity. Next, for each all-pass section reported in [19] , a roundoff noise analysis is also included, and the values of pi are tabulated [19, Tables I and 111 . It therefore only remains to compute the scaling parameters ai of (43). This computation can be done with little additional effort, simply by making judicious use of the entries in Tables I and I1 of 1191.
In order to explain how this can be done, consider a digital filter structure with two-multipliers b2 and -b3, drawn in the form of a three-pair as shown in Fig. 14 . Let the 3-input 3-output multiplierless system in Fig. 14 be described by the transfer matrix [TJ , i.e., let
It is easily verified that multiplier b2. Inspection of (49) Table I1 in [19] .
Similar discussions hold for first-order all-pass sections.
To take a specific example, consider type-2A all-pass sections. Then, from the entries of Table I1 
Similarly, for a type-3At section,
whereas
(Notice that each entry in Table I1 of [19] is a sum of two terms; one corresponding to each one of the two multipliers .)
In Table I of this paper, we have tabulated for convenience the quantities /3i and ai for all the relevant secondorder all-pass sections. From this table, it is easy to find the all-pass section with smallest pk. If the designer has the additional restriction that the number of delays should be minimal, then the choice of second-order all-pass sections is restricted to types 2A, 2 4 , 3A, and 3 4 .
Comments on First-Order All-Pass Sections
It is readily verified that the four first-order sections reported in [ 191 have the values of a2k and j 3 i as shown in Table   11 . The product a k P k is the same for types 1A and 1A,. Accordingly, types 1A and lA, are equivalent (and so are types 1B and lB,) as far as,noise/dynamic range properties are concerned. Types A are better than types B by a factor of 2, which corresponds only to 3 dB (i.e., one-half a binary bit). Accordingly, type B should always be preferred in view of canonicity in delays.
Numerical Example
For the example of Section V , the overall transfer function G(z) (6) requires a second-order section A , (z), and a corresponding to 12 dB, i.e., about 2 bits of signal deterioration. Next, if we prefer to use second-order sections that are canonic in delays, then the best possible choice is type 3A, for both A,(z) and A&). The resulting total scaled output roundoff noise gain is now 4 -10 + 17 3 + 6
35
= 27 75 (57) which corresponds to 14 4 dB, i.e., between 2-3 bits of signal deterioration.
In Table 111 , we have also indicated the appropriate 2"k-approximation for each ark. These quantities give the important information necessary in Fig. 13 to avoid internal signal overflow. Notice that the use of 2"k instead of ck!k leads to a change in the actual scaled noise gain. For example, (57) above becomes 2 -3 6 9 x 4 + 1 * 1 5 x 1 6 + 1 * 8 9 x 4 = 3 5 * 4 3 6 which is equivalent to 15 5 dB noise gain (i.e., about 3 bits).
Type-1B and type-3At sections, which are most appropriate for this numerical example, are shown in Fig. 15 .
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The main emphasis in this paper has been an independent z-domain approach for the synthesis of low-pass- band-sensitivity digital filter structures. The resulting structures are in the form of a parallel connection of two all-pass sections, and each section can be implemented in a variety of ways. One of these is the simple cascade of first-and second-order sections, each section being chosen from a catalog of structurally lossless circuits, in order to optimize the roundoff-noise/dynamic range performance. As an alternative, the all-pass functions can also be synthesized using the Gray and Markel approach [ 121-[ 141, or The polynomial on the right-hand side of (A. 1) is known since P(z) and D(z) are known. Indicate this polynomial by
2N
Then Q2(z) = R(z) and, hence, the coefficients qn are related to r, as In fact, because of the antisymmetry of qn, it is necessary only to compute one-half the number of coefficients in (A.5).
